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Agency Financial Report (AFR)

Message from the Federal Co-Chair

November 7, 2014
Enclosed is the Denali Commission Fiscal Year (FY) 2014 Agency Financial Report
(AFR). The AFR represents the first of a three-part Performance and Accountability
Report (PAR) for the agency. The Denali Commission (Commission) has presented
performance and accountability data and analysis in three parts for the past several
years in an effort to increase the accessibility and clarity of this information to
stakeholders – the Executive Branch, Congress, constituents, and the general public.
The AFR acquaints readers with the Commission’s mission, goals and
accomplishments. It also reviews the organizational structure, operations, budget
authority and the programmatic applications and results of federal appropriations for
FY 2014.
Since the inception of the Denali Commission in 1998, the agency has concentrated on
its mission to work with partners to develop basic public infrastructure, opportunity,
and quality of life in Alaska communities. To progress toward this mission, the
Commission has formulated three major goals:

Federal Co-Chair
Joel Neimeyer

In front of a salmon drying
shelter in Goodnews Bay,
Alaska

 To modernize and develop stronger and sustainable infrastructure in rural Alaska
 To promote the resiliency of rural Alaska communities
 To fortify accountability policies and procedures
As we tell the narrative of the Commission for FY 2014, what becomes apparent is the
agency’s abiding commitment to the improvement of the quality of life of rural
Alaskans.
The budget authority of the Commission has decreased steadily over the past ten years
to the point that the current agency appropriations are 10% in the agency’s second
decade compared to its first decade. This has resulted in two significant changes for the
agency.
First, is a change in the staffing profile and the second is a change in the agency
portfolio of work. In the past four years permanent agency staff has been cut in half.
When staff positions are vacated due to natural attrition they typically have not been
refilled. Duties and responsibilities are moved to other remaining staff; making
position descriptions more generalist in nature. Concurrently, subject matter experts
for intermittent positions have been hired. These individuals are assigned periodic
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Message from the Federal Co-Chair (continued)

tasks and when completed they stand down until another assignment is provided. This process is designed as a
means to making the agency a “think tank” on best business practices for rural Alaska infrastructure, economic
development and workforce training.
In 2011 the agency held listening sessions around Alaska to identify what it should be doing in its second decade.
A number of recommendations were made, but two stood out. The first was to address the high cost of energy in
rural Alaska. Electricity and heating fuel costs have increased three-fold in the past 10 years. The second was that
rural villages need technical assistance in developing and maintaining infrastructure projects, repairs and
renovations to existing structures and utilities.
The second significant agency change is underway as investments and resources are transitioned to address these
two recommendations. In addition to undertaking new work with the help of program partners and Commission
subject matter experts the completion of dozens of active training, health and transportation projects is underway.
Most of these active projects are expected to be completed by the end of FY 2015. The Commission’s goal is to
operate where there are gaps in service and to complement, but not duplicate, the work of other Federal and State
agencies.
Two years ago Congress passed the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) legislation (P.L. 112141). MAP-21 provides the Commission authority to accept conditional gifts from other federal or non-federal
organizations. This ability to accept and administer other agencies’ program funds offers an opportunity both to
other agencies and to the Commission. The first MAP-21 initiative is a partnership with the Administration for
Children and Families (ACF), which manages a Grants Center of Excellence (COE). ACF and the Commission
are working together to ease the pathway of entry to the COE for smaller agencies. The COE provides top of the
line grants management lifecycle software and services to ‘larger’ agencies across the Federal government. Agencies
that use the COE’s toolsets realize improved efficiencies in all 14 defined stages of the Grants Management
lifecycle. To date, these services required a level of funding that smaller agencies have not been able to justify. The
partnership between the Commission and ACF will allow small agencies to access the COE at a rate where a
return on investment can be realized.
As noted above, the Commission’s Energy Program, which continues to receive funding through the Energy &
Water Appropriation, is undergoing transition. The Commission is transitioning from large energy infrastructure
projects to having a more comprehensive review of high energy consumers in Alaska villages, and seeking
solutions to the communities’ energy issues. The development of a community scale energy efficiency model is a
top priority for the agency. Given the high cost of energy, a number of rural organizations are carrying out
weatherization and energy efficiency improvements. These efforts are not often coordinated on a community
scale; which could result in significant reduction in energy use. The challenge is getting the financing in place at
the same time for the myriad of different building owners and stakeholders. In FY 2014 the agency made
investments to improve the energy efficiency for over 70 communities. The sanitation systems in rural Alaska
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Message from the Federal Co-Chair (continued)

require significant heating to keep the systems from freezing. Another investment was for energy efficiency
improvements in four Alaska villages on a community scale to determine whether deploying this work at one time
provides contract efficiencies and savings. Other investments are being made to identify tools and strategies to
lower energy usage in rural villages.
As the Federal Co-Chair of the Denali Commission, it is my pleasure to present this AFR to the public, our
partners, and policymakers. I attest to the reliability and completeness of financial and performance data in this
report, and can confirm that our annual audit has identified no material internal weaknesses. (You are welcome to
review the entire audit, which is contained in this document.)

Joel Neimeyer
Federal Co-Chair
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Management ‘s Discussion and Analysis

Overview of the Denali Commission
In 1998, national attention was focused on the immense infrastructure and economic challenges faced by rural Alaskan
communities by the passing of the Denali Commission Act (the full text of which is available on the Denali
Commission website at
www.denali.gov/images/
denali_commission_act_of_1998.pdf).
The Act became law on October 21,
Goodnews Bay, Alaska
1998 (Title III of Public Law 105-277,
42 USC 3121) establishing the Denali
Commission (Commission) as an
independent federal agency that acts as
a regional commission focusing on the
basic infrastructure needs of rural
Alaska. Working as a federal-statetribal-local partnership, the
Commission provides critical utilities,
infrastructure and promotes economic
growth in the rural areas of the state.
The agency also coordinates and
streamlines federal program efforts in
rural Alaska, and better leverages
federal investments. By creating the
Commission, Congress intended for those involved in addressing the unique infrastructure and economic challenges
faced by America’s most remote communities to work together in new ways to make a lasting difference.
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis

Vision, Mission and Organizational Structure
Vision
Alaska will have a healthy, well-trained labor force working in a diversified and sustainable economy that is supported
by a fully developed and well-maintained infrastructure.

Mission
The Denali Commission works with partners to develop basic public infrastructure, opportunity, and quality of life in
Alaska communities.

Goal Areas
The Commission works toward the accomplishment of the mission by focusing on these goal areas:




Modernize and develop stronger and sustainable infrastructure in rural Alaska
Promote the sustainability of rural Alaska communities
Fortify accountability policies and procedures

Staffing
The Commission is staffed by a small number (less than 20) of employees. The Commission relies upon a special
network of federal, state, tribal, local, and other organizations to successfully carry out its mission. Staffing changes
during FY 2014 included hiring three part-time subject matter experts in the areas of rural infrastructure development
and maintenance. These subject matter experts were hired as part-time, on-demand, fixed-term employees. One full
time and one part time Administrative Specialists were also hired in FY 2014. As of September 2014, the Commission
had 10 full-time equivalent positions.
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis

Organizational Chart

FEDERAL CO-CHAIR
Joel Neimeyer

COMMISSIONERS

ACTING DIRECTOR OF
PROGRAMS
Tessa Axelson

Department of Commerce ,
Office of Inspector General
ACTING INSPECTOR
GENERAL
David Sheppard

CHIEF FINANCIAL
OFFICER
Corrine Eilo

PROGRAM MANAGER
Jodi Fondy

PROGRAM MANAGER
Karen Johnson

FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT OFFICER
Jennifer Price

GRANTS
ADMINISTRATOR
Monica Armstrong

ADMINISTRATIVE
SPECIALIST 
Nicole Woickowfski

PROGRAM MANAGER 
Arthur Ronimus

FINANCIAL SPECIALIST
Lindsey Jolly

PROGRAM ASSISTANT
Monica Siah

PROGRAM MANAGER 
Lamar Cotten

PROGRAM MANAGER 
Elizabeth Manfred

PUBLIC INFORMATON
SPECIALIST
Sabrina Hoppas

ADMINISTRATIVE
SPECIALIST
Molly Chapman

 These five individuals are employed with the Commission in a part- time capacity
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The Denali Commission Act designates seven leading Alaskan policy makers by position to form a team as the Denali
Commissioners:


Federal Co-Chair, appointed by the U.S.
Secretary of Commerce



The Governor of Alaska, who serves as the
State Co-Chair*



President of the University of Alaska



President of the Alaska Municipal League



President of the Alaska Federation of
Natives



Executive President of the Alaska AFLCIO



President of the Associated General
Contractors of Alaska

Commissioners meet at least twice a year to develop
and monitor annual work plans that guide the agency’s
activities. Commissioners draw upon communitybased comprehensive plans as well as comments from
individuals, organizations and partners to guide funding
recommendations. This approach helps provide basic
services in the most cost-effective manner by moving
the problem solving resources closer to the people best
able to implement solutions.
* The Governor has delegated this authority to the Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Commerce, Community and Economic Development
(DCCED).
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis

Work Plan

The Denali Commission Act outlines specific duties of
the Commission primarily focused upon the
development and implementation of an annual work
plan. The Commission must develop an annual work
plan that solicits project proposals from local
governments and other entities and organizations; and
provides for a comprehensive work plan for rural and
infrastructure development and protection..
This proposed plan is submitted to the Federal Co-Chair
for review who then publishes the work plan in the
Federal Register, with notice and a 30 day opportunity
for public comment.
The Federal Co-Chair takes into consideration the
information, views, and comments received from
interested parties through the public review and
comment process, and consults with appropriate Federal
officials in Alaska including, but not limited to, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Department of Housing
and Urban Development, Economic Development
Administration, and United States Department of
Agriculture Rural Development.

The FY 2014 Work Plan
Following the normal course of events described above,
Commissioners initially submitted the FY 2014 proposed
work plan to the Federal Co-Chair in June 2014. That
proposed work plan was published for 30 days in the
Federal Register and public comments were solicited. No
comments were received, and the Plan was submitted to
the Secretary of Commerce. The Secretary of Commerce
approved the Work Plan in September of 2014.
The FY 2014 Work Plan outlined the Commission’s
intentions to allocate $6.3 million to the Energy Program,
$4.5 million to initiatives, including the START program
and Sanitation Energy Efficiency, and approximately $3.2
million for administrative costs.
The full FY 2014 Work Plan can be found in the Other
Accompanying Information section of this document.

The Federal Co-Chair then provides the plan to the
Secretary of Commerce who issues the Commission a
notice of approval, disapproval, or partial approval of the
plan.
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis

Summary of Performance
In FY 2014 no project specific earmarks were provided
in any appropriations to the Commission. The Energy
and Water Appropriations (commonly referred to as
Commission “Base” funding) are no-year funds eligible
for use in all programs.
While the Base funds may be applied to any Commission
program area, all other appropriations and transfers are
restricted. Where restrictions apply, the funds may be
used only for specific program purposes.
A comprehensive discussion of all FY 2014 program
activities and performance will be provided in the Annual
Performance Report (APR), to be submitted in
accordance with OMB Circular A-11, in February 2015.
A summary of performance is presented here.

Functional Uses of FY 2014 Budgetary Resources
The FY 2014 Commission budgetary authority primarily
funded and administered the following program and
functional areas:

Craig Community Health Center

Administration


Salaries and contracts



Initiatives toward sustainable rural communities and
accountability goal areas

Energy Program


Bulk Fuel Storage



Community Power Generation and Rural Power
System Upgrades



Energy Cost Reduction Projects



Renewable, Alternative, and Emerging Energy
Technologies



Power Line Interties
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis

Summary of Performance (continued)

FY 2014 Performance By Goal Area
Denali Commission grants are customarily issued when Congress makes appropriations and when the agency annual
Work Plan is approved by the Secretary of Commerce. In FY 2014, Denali Commissioners sent the Work Plan to the
Federal Co-Chair in June 2014. Upon Secretary of Commerce approval and signature, grant documents were issued
during the final quarter of the fiscal year. Due to these timing challenges, most of the newly established projects were
only just begun by the end of the fiscal year, and construction projects, for example, may only have progressed to the
materials ordering phase. These circumstances make linking the FY 2014 budget to performance results in the same
fiscal year difficult. Therefore, as in last year’s Annual Financial Report (AFR), the Commission will present
performance activities and achievements conducted in FY 2014 here and more fully in the Agency Performance Report,
which will be submitted in February 2015.
The Denali Commission has deep roots in infrastructure development and has primarily been a grant-making agency,
having contributed substantially to numerous energy, health, transportation and other construction projects in the state
since 1998. While we recognize that the results presented here are more akin to outputs than outcomes, these are the
data points this small agency has been able to collect regarding its work this fiscal year, in light of the appropriations
and work plan timelines.
The Goal Areas of the Commission and the work conducted by the agency in FY 2014 reveal a conscious reflection on
the Commission’s past, present and future by agency leadership and the Denali Commissioners. During the 14 years of
the Commission’s existence, federal budget authority has been as low as $10 million, has expanded to as much as $140
million a year, and over the past four years has steadily declined to $23.9 million. The changing budget has mandated a
meditation on the past focus of the agency and what a lower funding base means.

Cordova Road Construction
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Summary of Performance (continued)
In December 2011, Denali Commissioners participated in a strategic planning session which reconfirmed the strengths
of the agency. Among the noted Commission assets were:


Significant positive rural project experience that allows the Commission caché and entry into rural communities



Flexibility and innovation with project funding, so that the agency can be nimble and responsive to new priorities



Solid relationships with program partners across the state

Having endorsed these strengths, Denali Commissioners set out priority guidance for the ensuing two years for agency
leadership and staff :


To research, document and promote regional best practices



To identify and provide technical assistance to help rural organizations access funds and organize projects



To continue to build and fortify partnerships



To maintain the ability to be nimble, completing some time-critical projects that can be successes

These principles informed the work of the leadership and staff throughout FY 2014. The Denali Commission’s Goal
Areas also embody these tenets and remain consistent with last fiscal year — demonstrating a commitment to the
infrastructure needs of rural Alaska, which is the agency’s founding mission:
Goal Area One: Modernize and develop stronger and sustainable infrastructure in rural Alaska
Goal Area Two: Promote the sustainability of rural Alaska communities
Goal Area Three: Fortify accountability policies and procedures
The Goal Areas are reflective of the past and the historic work of the Commission as a grant-making agency
contributing to capital projects. In addition, though, the Goal Areas point the agency toward a future that mandates
contemplation of community sustainability through initiatives that have systemic impacts for rural Alaska. As the agency’s
resources change, the relative emphasis on each of these Goal Areas will shift over time.
In FY 2014, Goal Area One constituted the bulk of the effort of the Commission as capital
funds from prior years which funded numerous energy, transportation and health projects
continued to be expended and facilities got closer to completion. But as appropriated capital
funds have decreased Commission staff have worked with communities to leverage and
coordinate funds from other funding sources, providing technical assistance in planning and
managing capital projects and community plans, and finding solutions to complicated issues
that can be applied to other rural Alaska communities.
Denali National Park
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis

Summary of Performance (continued)
Goal Area One: Modernize and develop stronger and sustainable infrastructure in rural Alaska
FY 2014 continued to reflect the Commission’s commitment to infrastructure development in rural Alaska
communities. The Commission’s funding, along with all the leveraged funding from other program partners, has
improved the standard of living across the state and has provided rural residents with access to fundamental facilities
and opportunities that many urban residents take for granted.
In FY 2014, the Transportation Program continued work
on:


29 Roads projects



2 Board roads projects



26 Waterfront projects

Since FY 2005, the Transportation program has contributed to
the planning, design and/or construction of 85 rural road
projects and 88 waterfront development projects and
participated in the opening of 62 road and 66 waterfront
development projects. The program currently has 12 active
road projects, 2 active board road projects and 11 active
waterfront projects in the planning, design or construction
phases.
In FY 2014, the Energy Program was able to contribute to:


1 Bulk Fuel Storage Facility



2 Rural Power System Upgrades



1 Project Design for Bulk Fuel and/or Rural Power System Upgrade

Kwethluk Road Pre-Construction Conference
with Commission Staff

Overall, since 1999, the Commission through its Energy Program has invested in the construction of 111 code
compliant bulk fuel tank farms and 69 rural power system upgrades in rural Alaska communities.
Although the last directed federal appropriation for the Health Program was in FY 2010, the Commission has been
able to maximize the budget authority by capitalizing on program partners’ significant efficiencies during construction.
It has not been unusual for recent projects to experience savings in the order of between ten and fifty percent of
construction costs. By continuing to support communities in their efforts to conceptualize and plan for clinic capital
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis

Summary of Performance (continued)
projects, the Commission has been able to help position these projects to approach other funders by assisting with
business plans and facility designs. Using savings from prior projects, the Health Program maintained a focus on
improving the access to primary care services in rural Alaska, its original core in FY 2014:


Contributed to the construction or renovation of 4 rural primary care clinics



Contributed to the design of 3 rural primary care clinics



Celebrated the grand openings of 5 rural primary care clinics

Over the course of its existence, the Health Program has contributed to 143 primary care clinics, 20 behavioral health
facilities, 20 elder supportive housing buildings, and 49 hospital primary care projects. Currently, 8 clinics are in the
construction phase.

Mountain Village Primary Care Clinic
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Summary of Performance (continued)
Goal Area Two: Promote the sustainability of rural Alaska communities
WHAT WE NEED IN RURAL ALASKA COMMUNITIES ARE AN ECONOMY, AFFORDABLE AND SAFE
HOUSING, ACCESSIBLE HEALTH CARE, EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT, AND INFRASTRUCTURE
MANAGEMENT. OVERARCHING ALL OF THIS IS THE NEED FOR SAFE AND COST-EFFECTIVE
ENERGY.
Sheldon Kactchetag
Elder, Unalakleet
The Commission has learned from our rich history of capital infusion into singular infrastructure projects across Alaska.
As the agency transitions away from these large investments, the Commission looks to the future and what our original
mission means for Alaska. From a past of assessing a project’s sustainability potential to looking at an entire
community’s sustainability is what this Goal Area embodies. This Goal Area is less tangible than the bricks-and-mortar
of Goal Area One. The work in this Goal Area entails a closer look at Alaska’s rural communities and making tough
choices about which investments will have the highest return on investment.
Residents in rural Alaska villages have told the Commission what they need to be more sustainable and self-reliant.
They need a prosperous economy, safe and affordable housing, health care, effective governance and infrastructure
management—all with an overarching need to have safe and affordable energy solutions.
Communities need the capability to secure, protect and maintain these
components—and they need that capacity within their own communities. The
Commission has stepped out to assist communities to attain this capacity in
new ways. Some examples of these efforts are:


Lead the coordination of the Rural Alaska Maintenance Partnership—
Training (RAMP-T) project which has resulted in the support, development
and endorsement of a standardized curriculum for Facility Maintenance
Technician (FMT). The RAMP-T effort is an on-going collaboration
between rural investors, rural training centers and universities,
organizations, cities and tribes to develop, create and align the FMT training
programs across Alaska. The intent of RAMP-T is to build a strong rural
workforce, able to maintain and operate all rural facilities in a way that
protects buildings, enhances energy efficiencies, saves money and creates
more rural jobs.

Construction trades trainee from Toksook Bay
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Summary of Performance (continued)


Technical assistance and project development support to the community of Galena in response to devastating flood
of 2014 which decimated a majority of the community’s infrastructure and housing. And resulted in a federal
disaster declaration. Efforts included the coordination of multiple Federal and State agencies funding disaster relief
and recovery, development of a
project management and grant
oversight model, and emergency
support for administrative and
personnel needs.



Serving as a funding partner in the
continued support of the PreDevelopment program which
provides an array of project
management, business planning,
community assessment, regional
planning and rural community
facility and energy audit services to
nominated organizations or
communities through The Foraker
Group.

Dock Construction in Old Harbor

The power generation and fuel delivery
and storage efficiencies realized upon completion of upgraded facilities directly contributed to lowering energy costs in
rural Alaska. In addition, the Energy Program partnered to provide technical assistance to assess community-wide
energy matters by evaluating energy production and consumption, as well as providing energy education and renewable
resource development information.
One of the mandates to the Denali Commission in the agency’s enabling legislation was to work cooperatively with
partners in promoting rural development. Along this vein, the Commission celebrates with program partners Alaska
Energy Authority (AEA) and Alaska Village Electric Cooperative (AVEC) the integration of the energy project priority
lists of these two entities. In presenting a coordinated, prioritized list of energy infrastructure projects from AEA and
AVEC, the Commission has strengthened the defense of project selection and prioritization for Denali Commissioners,
the State of Alaska and Congress. This is the kind of coordination that maximizes efficiency of resources and
demonstrates cooperation and common goals of Alaskans and supports communities across the state equitably.
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Summary of Performance (continued)
In FY 2014, the Commission’s Training Program continued to build a high performing workforce system in rural
Alaska focused on jobs and careers in construction, energy and health care. As training dollars at the Commission
decrease, the agency emphasized regional planning, leverage, collaboration and coordination among partners and
providers to bridge differences, reinforce strengths, and build training systems that will be successful and sustainable in
years to come.
Training success in FY 2014 was due to this kind of federal, state and local synchronization happening at the forefront,
giving rural residents meaningful opportunities to learn specific and applicable skills matched to immediate job
openings in their home regions. The Commission also embarked on important collaborations that sought insights into
current rural training and workforce development systems in regards to facility maintenance, operation and
management.
In FY 2014, the Training Program achievements included:


Continued (year 2) collaboration with State, Federal and regional agencies on ways to improve rural facility
integrity for the long term, save maintenance dollars, create long-term rural jobs and resolve gaps in regular and
preventative maintenance in private and public facilities.



Collaborated with rural training centers and universities on facility maintenance technician certification.

Finalized a state standard certification level I for Facility Maintenance Technician and an articulation agreement
for this training program amongst four centers of excellence
for facility maintenance in Alaska.
Water Treatment Plant, Water Storage Tank and



Washeteria in Arctic Village

Initiated collaboration in response to the 2012 Manager
Survey. Confirmed Alaska Rural Manager Initiative (ARMI)
committee to lead research and development of a Rural
Manager Training Program available via distance delivery.


Administered over 25 training projects around Alaska in
the construction trades, allied health occupations, leadership
and management areas—directly connected people to
meaningful and legacy jobs in their communities while
protecting federal, state and local investments.
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Summary of Performance (continued)

Training Rural Alaskans in Wind Turbine Maintenance

Goal Area Three: Fortify
procedures

accountability policies and

In FY 2014, the Commission continued to make good progress on fortifying accountability systems. A rigorous
process for examining each grant has been put into place to monitor progress over time and to investigate reasons for
projects to have exceptions to scope, schedule or budget. This more active monitoring has resulted in some delayed
projects being replaced by projects that are ready to move into construction or implementation immediately. More
dynamic project vetting and oversight has led to more efficient obligation of current fiscal year budget authority on
projects that are equipped for sustainability. At the close of FY 2014, less than $1 million was carried over for
obligation in FY 2015. In addition, the Commission’s grant close-out process has been accelerated, so that any savings
realized as construction and training projects reach completion can quickly be re-programmed for new projects.
Finally, of note under this Goal Area is the accomplishment of the Commission’s unqualified audit opinion for FY
2014. This is the most obvious outcome of the Commission’s commitment to accountability.
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Financial Performance Overview
As of September 30, 2014 the financial condition of the Denali Commission was sound with respect to having
sufficient funds to meet program needs and adequate control of these funds in place to ensure obligations did not
exceed budget authority. Agency audits are conducted in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the
United States of America, OMB Bulletin 07-04 (Audit Requirements for Federal Financial Statements) and the
standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States.

(in millions)
$160

Denali Commission Federal Funding Sources FY 1999 - FY 2014
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Financial Performance Overview (continued)
Sources of Funds
The Denali Commission is funded through the Energy and Water Appropriation which is direct budget authority; funds
are available until expended.
Public Law 112-141, the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21), granted authority to accept
funding from both Federal and non-Federal sources to carry out the purposes of the Denali Commission Act.
Finally, Denali Commission is the recipient of a portion of the interest earned on the trust fund for the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline Liability (TAPL) fund. In FY 2014, $6.54 million was transferred to Denali Commission to assist in efforts to
make bulk fuel tanks in Alaska code-compliant.1
FY 2014 Budget Authority
Appropriations Received

$10,000,000

Nonexpenditure Transfers

$6,537,320

Offsetting Collections

$7,335,000

Total Budget Authority

$23,872,320

In FY 2014, Denali Commission’s total budget resources were $29.50 million which includes $1.00 million in
unobligated balances brought forward and $5.30 million in recoveries of prior year obligations.

Uses of Funds by Function
The Denali Commission incurred obligations of $26.28 million in FY 2014 for program and administration operations.
Unobligated funds in the amount of $3.22 million were carried forward, for obligation in FY 2015.

1 Denali Commission TAPL expenditures limited to no more than $4,000,000 per Agriculture, Rural Development, FDA,
& Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2014.
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Financial Statement Highlights
The Denali Commission’s financial statements summarize the financial activity and financial position of the agency.
The financial statements, footnotes, and the balance of the required supplementary information appear in the Financial
Section of this document.

Limitations of the Financial Statements
The principal financial statements have been prepared to report the financial position and results of operations of the
entity, pursuant to the requirements of 31 USC 3515 (b). While the statements have been prepared from the books and
records of the entity in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) for Federal entities and the
formats prescribed by OMB, the statements are in addition to the financial reports used to monitor and control
budgetary resources, which are prepared from the same books and records.
The statements should be read with the realization that they are for a component of the US Government, a sovereign
entity.

Balance Sheet
Assets
The Commission’s assets were $73.08 million as of September 30, 2014. This is a decrease of $8.89 million from the
end of FY 2013. The Commission’s largest asset, Fund balance with Treasury, decreased due to a decline in funding in
FY 2014. The assets reported in the Denali Commission’s balance sheet are summarized in the accompanying table.

ASSET SUMMARY
Fund balance with Treasury
Other intragovernmental assets
Accounts receivable, public
Total assets

FY 2014

FY 2013

$72,066,402

$81,957,362

1,000,000

-

9,763

16,978

$73,076,165

$81,974,340
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Financial Statements Highlights (continued)
Liabilities
The Denali Commission’s liabilities were $2.27 million as of September 30, 2014, a decrease of $5.11 million from the
end of FY 2013. The decrease in liabilities is attributed to a reduction in funding which has a direct impact on the
amount of total active grants as well as the grant accruals associated with them. The liabilities reported in the Denali
Commission’s balance sheet are summarized in the accompanying table.

LIABILITIES SUMMARY

FY 2014

FY 2013

$5,336

$140

Other intragovernmental liabilities

280,169

2,131,640

Accounts payable, public

161,317

91,698

1,827,497

5,153,100

$2,274,319

$7,376,578

Accounts payable, intragovernmental

Other liabilities, public
Total assets

Net Position
The difference between total assets and total liabilities, net position, was $70.80 million as of September 30, 2014. This
is a decrease of $3.80 million from the FY 2013 year-end balance. The net position reported in the Denali
Commission’s balance sheet is summarized in the accompanying table.
NET POSITION SUMMARY
Unexpended appropriations
Cumulative results of operations
Total Net Position

FY 2014

FY 2013

$26,327,169

$24,533,280

44,474,677

50,064,482

$70,801,846

$74,597,762
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Financial Statements Highlights (continued)
Statement of Net Cost
The Statement of Net Cost reports the cost of conducting the Denali Commission programs during the reporting
period. The accompanying table displays the net cost for FY 2014 and FY 2013. These costs consist of $3.17 million of
intragovernmental costs and $25.69 million in public costs.
NET COST
Program costs
Less: earned revenue
Total Net Costs of Operations

FY 2014

FY 2013

$28,855,161

$27,777,161

-

-

$28,855,161

$27,777,161

Statement of Changes in Net Position
The Net Position for the year ended September 30, 2014 is $70.80 million, a decrease of $3.80 million from FY 2013.
This decrease is primarily due to a reduction in funding in FY 2014.

Statement of Budgetary Resources
The Statement of Budgetary Resources shows what budget authority the Denali Commission possesses and compares
the status of that budget authority. The Commission had $29.50 million in total budgetary resources for FY 2014 –
comprised of direct appropriations, nonexpenditure transfers from other federal agencies, and an unobligated balance
available from FY 2013. During the fiscal year, $26.28 million was obligated for program and administrative functions;
$3.22 million in funds were carried forward, and will be available for obligation in FY 2015. Net outlays in FY 2014
amounted to $25.52 million.
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Analysis of Systems, Controls and Legal Compliance
Management Assurances
Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act (FMFIA)
The Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act (FMFIA or the Integrity Act) provides the statutory basis for
management’s responsibility for, and assessment of, accounting and administrative internal controls. Such controls
include program, operational, and administrative areas, as well as accounting and financial management. The FMFIA
requires executive agencies to establish internal and administrative controls in accordance with standards prescribed by
the Comptroller General that provide reasonable assurance that obligations and costs are in compliance with applicable
laws; funds, property, and other assets are safeguarded against waste, loss, unauthorized use, or misappropriation; and
revenues and expenditures are properly recorded and accounted for to maintain accountability over the assets. The
FMFIA also requires the agency head to annually assess and report on the effectiveness of internal controls that protect
the integrity of federal programs and whether financial management systems conform to related requirements.

FMFIA Statement of Assurance
The Denali Commission management is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective internal control
and financial management systems that meet the objectives of the Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act
(FMFIA). I am able to provide an unqualified statement of assurance of the agency’s compliance with the
FMFIA. The Commission’s internal controls provide for effective and efficient programmatic operations,
reliable financial reporting, and compliance with applicable laws and regulations.
Assessments have been conducted in regard to the internal controls over financial reporting. The Commission
attests the reasonable assurance that the internal controls over financial reporting comply with the requirements
of the FMFIA.
Further, evaluations tested the effectiveness of the internal control over operations and compliance with
applicable laws and regulations in accordance with OMB Circular A-123, Management’s Responsibility for Internal
Control. Based on the results of these evaluations, the Denali Commission can provide reasonable assurance that
its internal controls over the effectiveness and efficiency of operations and compliance with applicable laws and
regulations as of September 30, 2014, was operating effectively and no material weaknesses were found in the
design or operation of the internal controls.
Finally, the US Treasury, Bureau of Fiscal Service (BFS) (Denali Commission’s Financial Management Line of
Business partner) engages a contractor to independently review its financial management systems in accordance
with OMB Circular A-127, Financial Management Systems. Based on the results of this review, BFS and therefore
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Analysis of Systems, Controls and Legal Compliance (continued)
The Denali Commission can provide reasonable assurance that its financial management systems are in
compliance with the applicable provisions of the FMFIA as of September 30, 2014.

Federal Financial Management Improvement Act (FFMIA)
The Federal Financial Management Improvement Act (FFMIA) is designed to advance Federal financial management
by ensuring that Federal financial management systems provide accurate, reliable, and timely financial management
information to the government’s managers. Compliance with the FFMIA provides the basis for the continuing use of
reliable financial management information by program managers, and by the President, Congress and the public.

FFMIA Compliance Determination
The Commission utilizes the services of US Treasury BFS and its financial management system. Annual audits of their
system indicate that the system complies with federal financial management systems requirements, standards
promulgated by the Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board (FASAB), and U.S. Standard General Ledger
(USSGL) at the transaction level. The annual financial audit confirms this finding.

Goals and the supporting financial system strategies
As a small agency, the Commission has arrived at the conclusion that human and financial resources internal to the
agency are not sufficient to meet the increasing federal standards for financial systems and the costs involved.
Therefore, three years ago, the Commission outsourced our financial management system and transactional level
activities to the U.S. Treasury BFS. This strategy has proven effective and efficient and allows this small agency to
assure the President, Congress and the public that federal budget authority entrusted to the Commission is executed
responsibly and with full accountability.

Joel Neimeyer
Federal Co-Chair
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Chief Financial Officer’s Letter
November 15, 2014
The Commission is pleased to have once again achieved an unmodified opinion on the
agency’s consolidated financial statements from our financial auditors for FY
2014. This audit result meets the highest rating possible for a federal agency. It serves
to demonstrate that the Commission considers its transparent and complete financial
reporting to be of the utmost importance. As always, the Commission prides itself on
good stewardship of taxpayer dollars while meeting our mission as defined in our
enabling statute. Our sound internal controls and continued compliance with all
federal regulations and laws exhibit our commitment to excellent financial standards
well into our second decade of operations.
During FY 2014, the Commission was proud to have played an active role in
implementation of the Uniform Guidance across the federal, state and private sectors.
The highlight of our involvement in those efforts was our hosting of Mr. Gil Tran,
senior policy analyst with the Executive Office of the President, Office of Management
and Budget (OMB), Office of Federal Financial Management, to address the federal
grantee community here in Alaska. Mr. Tran spoke extensively on how the guidance
will impact our grantees across the State, specifically in the area of Single Audits.
Attendees included a broad cross section of interested parties including Federal and
State agencies; local non-profits; Native Regional Corporations and the University of
Alaska. We look forward to assisting with these efforts as the implementation of this
guidance takes affect next month across the nation.

Corrine Eilo
Chief Financial Officer

The Commission looks toward a successful FY 2015 as we continue to serve all
Alaskans (and Americans) with the same drive and enthusiasm that we had at this
agency during its inaugural year.
Best regards,

Corrine Eilo
Chief Financial Officer
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Denali Commission FY 2012 Work Plan (continued)
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Financial Management Trends
As a micro agency, the Commission continues to expand use of the services of the Administrative Resource Center
(ARC) under the US Treasury, Bureau of Public Debt. These services, which include Travel, Finance, Human
Resources and Procurement, allow for our independent agency to continue to meet all federal mandates despite our
reduced staff level. ARC has served (and continues to serve) as a cost effective solution to operational budget
challenges during times of decreased appropriations. In a professional manner, ARC ensures that our agency still
maintains high quality and exceptional performance in all of our management systems. We look forward to many years
of “partnership” with this federal Center of Excellence.

Summary of Material Weaknesses, Non-Conformances and Corrective Action Plans
For FY 2014, the Commission received an unqualified opinion in its annual financial audit. The results of this audit also
found no material weaknesses and no significant deficiencies. The auditor stated that the financial statements are
presented fairly, in all material respects, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles; that the
Commission had effective internal control over financial reporting (including safeguarding assets) and compliance with
laws and regulations, along with no reportable noncompliance with laws and regulations with the items that were tested.
In FY 2013, the Commission’s received an unqualified opinion in its annual financial audit. The results of this audit also
found no material weaknesses and no significant deficiencies. The auditor stated that the financial statements are
presented fairly, in all material respects, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles; that the
Commission had effective internal control over financial reporting (including safeguarding assets) and compliance with
laws and regulations, along with no reportable noncompliance with laws and regulations with the items that were tested.

Improper Payments Report
On July 22, 2010, the President signed into law the Improper Payments Elimination and Recovery Act (IPERA).
IPERA amended the Improper Payments Information Act of 2002 (IPIA) and generally repealed the Recovery
Auditing Act. OMB has supplied implementing direction on IPERA which requires:


Review all programs and activities and identify those that are susceptible to significant improper payments
Because of its small size, Denali Commission has assessed all of its grant programs and acknowledges that all
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are susceptible to improper payments as defined by the IPERA. However, none of the Commission’s program
meet the threshold of ‘significant improper payment’ defined in Section 57 of OMB Circular A-11, which
would be both 1.5 percent of program outlays and $10,000,000 of all program or activity payments during the
fiscal year. And none of the agency’s grant programs are funded at $100,000,000.


Obtain a statistically valid estimate of the annual amount of improper payments in programs and activities for those
programs that are identified as susceptible to significant improper payments
Denali Commission has assessed all of its grant programs, and finds that none of the programs or acitivites
reach the definition of ‘significant improper payments’.



Implement a plan to reduce improper payments
This requirement does not apply to the Commission, as no programs or activities were identified with the
conditions above.



Report estimates of the annual amount of improper payments in programs and activities and progress in reducing
them
Even though the Commission is not required to report on this component, the relatively low volume of grants
and contracts payments made by the Commission allow a full review of all of the Commission’s grants and
contracts payments during FY 2014, and that assessment revealed that the agency has no improper payments to
report.
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Facing the Denali Commission, November 2014
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Federal Co-Chair Response to Inspector General’s Perspective on Management and Performance Challenges
Facing the Denali Commission, November 2012
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